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Could you still pass your driver’s test?
Take the challenge and update yourself on traffic laws
How well do you know the rules of the road in
Minnesota? Pretty well? Kinda? Enough to get by?
Take this test to find out! Even if you’ve been driving
for years, you might be surprised by some of the answers. (Answers are on Page 11.) But read carefully,
some of them are tricky…
1. A trail crosses a road where there are no stop
signs or traffic signals. There is a pedestrian crossing
sign and white lines across the road to mark the crosswalk. You approach with your vehicle, and notice a
pedestrian waiting behind the curb to cross. You are
legally required to:
a. Come to a complete stop to let the pedestrian
cross, and not resume until the pedestrian has completely crossed the road.
b. Come to a complete stop to let the pedestrian
cross, and not resume until the pedestrian has completely crossed the lane your vehicle occupies.
c. Slow down and let the pedestrian cross, but a
complete stop is not required.
d. Keep going; you’re not required to stop or
slow at all for the waiting pedestrian.
2. You are driving a car northbound on a gravel
road in a rural area when you approach an intersection
with another gravel road. On the other roadway, a
truck is approaching the same intersection, traveling
westbound. There are no stop signs, yield signs, or
signals at the intersection — it is completely uncontrolled. Both you and the truck are approaching the
intersection at about the same time. You are legally
required to:
a. Yield to the truck, because it’s bigger than your
car.
b. Yield to the truck, because it’s going westbound.
c. Keep going; the truck is supposed to stop for
you.
d. Both of you come to a stop and wave at each
other until one of you finally goes.
3. You are driving on a two-lane county road in
a rural area and someone in front of you is making a
left turn at a four-way intersection. There are no stop
signs in the direction you’re going; it’s a two-way stop
for the cross street. There is no left-turn lane or rightturn lane, the other driver is stopped waiting for oncoming traffic to clear. The other driver is completely

blocking the lane you’re in. There is, however, plenty
of paved shoulder on both sides of the road. You are
supposed to:
a. Stay in the lane you’re in, and wait patiently
until the car in front of you turns and gets out of the
way.
b. Pass on the right, using the shoulder.
c. Pass the other vehicle on the left.
4. You are making a left turn at a signalized intersection. You don’t have a green arrow, just a green
circle, and need to yield to oncoming traffic before
making your turn. A pedestrian is in the crosswalk
with a flashing “don’t walk,” crossing the road you’re
turning onto, though it said “walk” when they first
started crossing. When the oncoming traffic clears,
you complete your turn and collide with the pedestrian. Who broke the law?
a. The pedestrian, because you had a green light
for your left turn and they had a flashing “don’t walk.”
b. You, because you failed to yield to a pedestrian in a crosswalk, even though it was flashing “don’t
walk.”
c. Both A and B.
5. You’re driving your car, approaching a marked
crosswalk where a trail crosses the road. A bicyclist
riding on the trail emerges from behind some shrubs
and enters the crosswalk at a high speed without slowing. You see the cyclist immediately, hit the brakes
and swerve, and fortunately you don’t collide… but it
was really, really close. Who broke the law here?
a. You, because you were supposed to stop at
the crosswalk since you couldn’t see around the trees.
b. The bicyclist, because they’re riding through
crosswalk and rather than walking their bike.
c. The bicyclist, because they entered the crosswalk when it was impossible for you to yield.
6. You are driving, approaching an intersection
where there are no signals. It’s a two-way stop, and
the stop signs face the side streets, not the street you’re
driving on. A pedestrian is crossing the street at the
intersection. There are sidewalks on all four corners
of the intersection but no crosswalks are marked on
the road, and there are no crosswalk signs. You see
the pedestrian have plenty of time to stop, but are you
required by law to stop for the pedestrian?
a. Yes, because they’re crossing at an intersec-

Sheriff’s Citizens’ Academy seeks
applicants for spring program
Law enforcement officers often wish the public had a better understanding of what it’s like being
a cop. In an effort to allow the citizens to meet the
men and women of law enforcement — and to educate citizens in the functions of public safety — the
Scott County Sheriff’s Office is once again offering a Sheriff’s Citizens’ Academy. The purpose of
the Sheriff’s Citizens’ Academy is to provide information to the citizens who attend so they can make
educated decisions about police activity. Better understanding can dispel suspicions and misconceptions while increasing Sheriff’s Office/community
rapport through the educational process. In turn,
the Sheriff’s Office becomes more aware of the feelings and concerns of the community through input
from the participants. Allowing the citizens to see
the Sheriff’s Office staff as people (and conversely,
allowing staff to personally meet the people they
serve) helps to establish open lines of communication and cooperation.
During the eight-week program, citizens learn
about a wide variety of topics. Included are: Crime
scene investigation; traffic enforcement and accident investigation; use of force, deadly force, and
defensive tactics; 911 dispatch and communications,
including a tour of the 911 dispatch center; court
security and civil process; special weapons, tactics,
and negotiations; drug enforcement; homeland Security; DUI enforcement, with an interactive (controlled) drinking and testing session; the role of the
jail and tours of the facilities currently in use; crime
prevention and citizen volunteers in the Sheriff’s

Office.
The Citizens’ Academy instructors are all law
enforcement professionals, so participants will learn
about the job real deputies must perform…not the
Hollywood version. After participation and graduation, citizens come away from this training with a
deeper understanding of the police mission and with
increased ability to see what the Sheriff’s Office
can and cannot do to serve Scott County.
Classes will run from 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
on Monday evenings, starting January 28 and
continuing for eight weeks. Applicants must be
18 years of age or older, and live or work in Scott
County. Further, participants must agree to allow
the Scott County Sheriff’s Office to run a criminal
background check to ensure the safety and security
of participants, Sheriff’s Office personnel, and the
public. A criminal record does not necessarily disqualify an applicant. In addition, participants should
plan to attend all or most of the sessions. Class
size is limited, so apply early!
Your Scott County law enforcement officers are
often doing difficult and dangerous work. They
must be prepared to make life-and-death decisions
in a split second. They walk into situations that are
out of control and restore order. They must professionally deal with all types of people and the whole
spectrum of human behavior. Citizen involvement
is one of the most powerful tools any law enforcement agency has in the fight against crime. Consider attending this session of the Sheriff’s Citizens’ Academy.

tion.
b. Yes, because it doesn’t matter where they’re
crossing.
c. No, because there are no crosswalk signs or
markings.
7. Under what conditions are you are required
to use your headlights?
a. At any time from sunset to sunrise.
b. At any time when it is raining, snowing,
sleeting, or hailing.
c. At any time when visibility is impaired by
weather, smoke, fog, or other conditions.
d. All of the above.
8. You approach a railroad crossing that is not
equipped with gates, flashing lights, or a stop sign,
just the white “X” crossbuck sign on a wooden post.
How should your react?
a. Come to a complete stop.
b. Slow down enough to be sure that it’s safe to
cross.
c. Nothing; if there are no lights, then the trains
need to stop for you.
9. You are driving westbound on Scott County
Road 2 approaching the roundabout at Highway 13,
in the middle a long string of cars. As you pass through
the roundabout, you see stopped cars waiting to enter
the roundabout on southbound Highway 13. As you
drive around the circle and approach the cars that are
waiting to enter, you are supposed to:
a. Stop and let them in, taking turns one-by-one.
b. Keep going, and let them keep waiting.
c. Slow down and give them space to enter.
10. You are driving in the right lane on the freeway in a rural area and see a sign that the right lane
will be closed ahead for construction. You can see
that it is congested on the approach to the work zone.
You should:
a. Merge as soon as it’s safe to do so, keeping
everyone in the same order they arrived, but creating a
long single-file line.
b. Stay in your lane until the actual closure, even
if it means driving past cars and cutting to the front of
the line.
c. Straddle the lanes to keep anyone from getting past you in either lane
Sheriff’s Citizens’ Academy Application

Full Name: ____________________________
Last
First
Middle
Other names previously used:
______________________________________________
Date of Birth: __________________________
Month
Date
Year
Address: ______________________________
______________________________________
Home Phone: _____ - _____ - _______
Alternate: _____ - _____ - _______
Email: ________________________________

Complete and attach a paragraph about why
you would like to attend the Academy.
I understand a confidential background check
will be conducted on all applicants.
______________________________________
Applicant’s Signature
Date
Return completed application by Jan. 16 to Deputy
Mary Hensel, Scott County Sheriff’s Office, 200 W.
4th Ave., Shakopee, MN 55379. For more
information call 952-496-8722 or e-mail
mhensel@co.scott.mn.us
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Winter drivers must be cautious
The winter of 2007-2008 is now upon us. It’s time
to break out the snow blowers, shovels, ice scrapers,
and all those winter coats, hats, and gloves. For their
part, Scott County Highway staff has been filling the
salt shed, installing plows and sanders, and getting
ready for snow and ice control on our County roads.
This year, Scott County will be using a new type
of treated salt in lieu of the standard sand and salt mixture. This newer product – a brown treated salt made
from beet sugar called “Geomelt,” which is 100 percent organic — has been used in other areas, and it is
reported to work much faster than a sand-salt mixture.
Scott County will have 19 trucks running on nine
routes throughout the County this year, with a normal
start time of 3:00 a.m. (so the roads can be open as
soon as possible in time for the morning commute).
Sometimes, unfortunately, the snow will be too heavy
for Highway crews to get a bare pavement all the time
– but they will stay at it until they get those pavements
wet and free of slippery spots.
You can do your part by following these tips:
1. Remember to allow extra time to get to and
from work on
days that it is
snowing. If you
try to hurry,
your chances of
a crash are
much greater.
2. D o n ’ t
ever drive into
a snow cloud!
The back of a
plow truck is a

lot harder and heavier than you’d think – and you do
not want to experience it directly. Highway crews plow
as fast as they safely can, but you should expect speeds
of 20-30 miles per hour at best.
3. Pack extra warm clothes in the car, and a
few blankets for good measure. A few candy bars aren’t
a bad idea, either. And remember: It is always best to
stay in your car if you slide off the road or get stuck.
4. Carbon monoxide poisoning is deadly. If
you do get stuck, do not run your car to stay warm.
5. Make sure the children do not build snow
forts next to the road. It’s not just an issue of visibility either -- a snowplow could collapse a snow fort,
with serious consequences for the potential occupants.
6. Don’t allow children to use the road slopes
for sliding. As you’ll probably remember from your
own youthful days, it’s hard – if not downright impossible -- to stop a careening sled if a car comes along.
7. Direct children to stand on a flat surface
while waiting for the school bus. It’s scary, but true:
Little ones can easily slide under a bus wheel.
8. If your vehicle has all-wheel or four-wheel
drive, remember they do not stop or turn any better
on snow and ice than any other vehicle. In fact, they
can roll over a lot easier due to their higher centers of
gravity.
9. Do not plow your driveway snow onto the
roadway. Plowing your snow on or across the public
roads is a violation of state statute; moreover, it can
create a serious safety problem.
10. Check out your mailbox support. If the post
is rotted, get it replaced. Mailbox supports, by County
Ordinance, must be no larger than a 4 x 4 post (16
square inches). Scott County sells a swing away safety
steel post, at cost, for $35.00. Contact Pam Undestad
at (952) 496-8419 to purchase one.

Help keep driveways
clear of snow
The sketch above shows how you can clear your
driveway to reduce the possibility that you will find
yourself snowbound after the plow passes. If you
shovel snow in the direction of traffic and also
make a pocket next to your driveway (as shown),
snow accumulations on the plow will dump into
that pocket and much less will go into the driveway.
It would be wonderful if each driveway could be
kept meticulously clear, but that would mean
Public Works could never finish plowing the public
roads in a reasonable amount of time. But with
your cooperation, this inconvenience can be
minimized.

Education, answers provided for driver’s test
ANSWERS:
1. The answer is d, because the
pedestrian is waiting behind the curb.
Per the definitions of Minnesota Statute
169.01, subds. 31 and 37 state:
“Crosswalk” means (1) that portion
of a roadway ordinarily included with
the prolongation or connection of the
lateral lines of sidewalks at intersections; (2) any portion of a roadway distinctly indicated for pedestrian crossing
by lines or other markings on the surface. and
“Roadway” means that portion of
a highway improved, designed, or ordinarily used for vehicular travel, exclusive of the sidewalk or shoulder. In the
event a highway includes two or more
separate roadways, the term “roadway”
as used herein shall refer to any such
roadway separately but not to all such
roadways collectively.
Minn. Stat. 169.21 essentially gives
the right of way at a crosswalk to pedestrians, but requires using ordinary care
in doing so. If the pedestrian had been
in the crosswalk rather than behind the
curb — or had even a foot in the crosswalk — you would be required to stop
until the pedestrian had crossed your lane
of traffic. While not perfect, the statutes allow for pedestrians to wait for traffic to clear and also prevents unnecessary stopping when a pedestrian is not
intending to cross, such as waiting on a
corner for a bus. Stopping for the pedestrian who is not in the crosswalk
might be a courtesy, but it is not required
(and may risk causing a rear-end crash).
This applies in Minnesota; other states
may have other variations. More information on Minnesota crosswalk laws can
be found at www.dot.state.mn.us/peds/
2. The answer is b. If you’re going northbound and the truck is going
westbound, then the truck is approaching from your right. Minn. Stat.169.20,
subd. 1(a) says:

When two vehicles enter an uncontrolled intersection from different highways at approximately the same time,
the driver of the vehicle on the left shall
yield the right-of-way to the vehicle on
the right.

or pedestrian upon any roadway and (2)
give an audible signal when necessary
and exercise proper precaution upon
observing any child or any obviously
confused or incapacitated person upon
a roadway.

It has nothing to do with the size of
the vehicle or the surface of the road.
Of course, the other driver might not
know the rules, so you should slow down
and always make sure it’s safe before
entering the intersection. One interesting thing to note: During a power outage when a traffic signal is completely
dark (not the same as flashing red), the
intersection becomes an “uncontrolled
intersection” and the yield-to-the-right
rule takes over.

5. The answer is c. A bicyclist in
a crosswalk, whether they’re on the bike
or walking with the bike, is afforded all
the rights and responsibilities of a pedestrian by Minn. Stat. 169.222,
subd.4(f). However, Minnesota Statute
169.21 states “No pedestrian shall suddenly leave a curb or other place of
safety and walk or run into the path of a
vehicle which is so close that it is impossible for the driver to yield.” Therefore, the bicyclist violated this provision
by darting into traffic without giving the
driver a chance to slow down.

3. The answer is a. It’s illegal to
pass on the right when it involves use of
the shoulder, according to Minn. Stat.
169.18, subd. 4(4). It’s also illegal to
use a right-turn lane for passing when
prohibited by a sign stating “Right Lane
Must Turn Right.” Passing on the left
in this situation is illegal; moreover, it
would probably result in a serious crash,
as there was clearly some oncoming traffic plus the risk that the vehicle would
turn into you as you passed.
4. The answer is b. A flashing orange hand or “don’t walk” doesn’t mean
that the pedestrian doesn’t have the rightof-way. A flashing orange hand or
“don’t walk” indication simply means
that the pedestrian shouldn’t start crossing. If the pedestrian didn’t start crossing until after it was already flashing the
“don’t walk” (or when it was a steady
“don’t walk”), then they too broke the
law. Of course, even if the pedestrian
did break the law, that doesn’t mean it’s
okay to hit them! Minn. Stat.169.21,
subd.3(d) states: Notwithstanding the
other provisions of this section every
driver of a vehicle shall (1) exercise due
care to avoid colliding with any bicycle

6. The answer is a. A crosswalk
does not need to be painted, signed, or
marked in any way in order to be legally
considered a crosswalk. A crosswalk can
be any logical extension of a sidewalk
within an intersection, as defined by
Minn. Stat. 169.01, subd. 37 (See answer to #1 for the legal definition). A
pedestrian crossing a roadway in the
absence of an intersection, sidewalk, or
marked crosswalk is required yield to
vehicles (Minn. Stat. 169.21, subd. 3).
7. The answer is d. The choices
are taken directly from Minn. Stat.
169.48, subd. 1.
8. The answer is b. Gates and
flashing light systems are very expensive to install and maintain, and are only
installed by the railroad under high-risk
circumstances. There are many places
where active railroads and highways
cross without anything other than a sign.
If, however, a train is approaching,
Minn. Stat. 169.26, subd. 1 states that
when approaching a railroad grade crossing a driver must stop the vehicle at least

ten feet from the track and shall not proceed until safe to do so when an approaching railroad train is plainly visible and is in hazardous proximity. If
you can’t see far enough down the track,
you may have to slow down considerably before crossing to ensure safety.
9. The answer is b. A roundabout
is controlled by yield signs at the entry.
While the “yield” sign does not require
a complete stop, it does mean that vehicles already in the circle have the rightof-way, and traffic wishing to enter the
roundabout needs to wait until there is a
safe gap to enter. “Yield” is not the same
as “merge.” Slowing down or stopping
within the roundabout can be dangerous
and impedes traffic. While entering traffic may sometimes have to wait for long
strings of traffic to clear, the delay is almost always less than what would be expected by a traffic signal in the same
location. While answer c might seem
courteous, it creates confusion for entering drivers and could encourage them
to violate the yield sign, which would
have negative consequences both at the
roundabout and at other “yield” locations on the roadway system. More information about Minnesota roundabouts
and rules can be found at http://
www.mnltap.umn.edu/publications/videos/ModernRoundabouts/
10. The answer is b, but only because it is already congested. If it’s not
congested, merging safely and smoothly
ahead of the merge point is best for both
safety and traffic operations. However,
if traffic flow exceeds the capacity of
the work zone, congestion begins and
merging early ceases to be beneficial for
either operations or safety. Mn/DOT is
trying experimental systems to prevent
the long single-file lines from forming.
The goal is to instruct the drivers based
on actual traffic conditions. More about
this issue and this system can be found
at www.dot.state.mn.us/newsrels/03/10/
29merge.html

